
F. Erika 
 
 My son, David, on 29th May in 1998 unexpectedly became paralyzed from his neck to 
downwards. The diagnosis is viral inflammation of the spinal marrow and it is only 
guessing because the completed examinations showed negative results. After one and a 
half year of the tragedy I met Kavalkó János who offered David to try the VSZT 
apparatus out which was developed by him. My son has a constant pain in his back 
because of injury of his spine-marrow. This pain is sometimes stronger or weaker. In case 
of a strong pain I immediately point the apparatus at his back and after a few minutes the 
pain lessens. We use it if urinating problems come out. In this case after about half an 
hour the urine begins, moreover, it completely cleans through the urinary bladder as the 
result of pointing the apparatus at the abdomen. In such a case of headache or any kind of 
pain I direct the point of the apparatus toward the suffering part of the body and its 
beneficial results are noticeable in short time. We almost keep the apparatus working 
constantly; at the hospital where my son is being rehabilitated and at weekends when he 
is at home. Our experience is that we, who are healthy and step into the room where the 
VSZT apparatus is working some kind of feeling arises like warmness, the shivers and 
prickling. After this, our body nearly feels refreshed. My elderly parents show a 
preference for using the VSZT apparatus. My father is cardiac and there are days when he 
feels himself very bad. In such a case he points the apparatus at the periphery of the heart. 
The initial feelings (they are unpleasant) are followed by pressing pain. After a while this 
pain lessens and stops. My mum also uses the VSZT apparatus with pleasure. She noticed 
that the torturing pain which appeared on the scarred surface of the skin- it was caused by 
shingles- is considerably lessens or stops. I have to tell the truth, the VSZT apparatus is 
very popular in our circle of acquaintances, and in the hospital among the nurses. 
Because of its popularity we have to make an arrangement that who wants to use it, when 
and how long. János, without his knowledge helps lots of people in lessening their pain 
and getting over it. On behalf of these people and my son I would like to express and 
interpret our gratitude and thanks for this ‘Man’ who does his job in an unselfish way and 
conscientiously. He does it for unknown people and for ill fellow-men. I wish you 
success, strength, persistence and good health. 
 
Yours sincerely, David’s mother   
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